Abstract Congestion control is a distributed algorithm to share network bandwidth among competing users on the Internet. In the common case, quick response time for mice traffic (HTTP traffic) is desired when mixed with elephant traffic (FTP traffic). The current approach using loss-based with Additive Increase, Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) is too greedy and eventually, most of the network bandwidth would be consumed by elephant traffic. As a result, it causes longer response time for mice traffic because there is no room left at the routers. MaxNet is a new TCP congestion control architecture using an explicit signal to control transmission rate at the source node. In this paper, we show that MaxNet can control well the queue length at routers and therefore the response time to HTTP traffic is several times faster than with TCP Reno/RED.
Introduction
TCP Reno [Jac90] uses AIMD mechanism [Jac88] in which the sending rate is increased until packet loss happens. To avoid buffer overflows at router, AQM RED (Active Queue Management Random Early Detection) [FJ93] can be used in conjunction with TCP Reno. The weakness of RED is that it does not take into account the number of incoming flows arrived at a bottleneck link to perform appropriate treatments to lighten down the heavy load. When there are a large number of sharing flows at a bottleneck link, the offered load will not be decreased, also the queue length at router does not change. This results in longer response time for the mice traffic.
MaxNet [SAW08, MRB05, BLM03] is a new congestion control mechanism using multi-bit signal instead of packet loss to control the sending rate. Besides, MaxNet router can control the magnitude of transient queues well regardless the number of new arrival flows. In other words, MaxNet can always keep a free space at routers for mice traffic to fly though. As a result, the response time to HTTP requests is much shorter with MaxNet than with TCP Reno/RED.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is the theoretical analysis of queueing delay of RED and MaxNet routers. Section 3 shows the efficiency of MaxNet's quick control of the transfer rate of mice flows. We have some experiments and evaluations in Sect. 4. Finally, we present the conclusions and future work in Sect. 5.
Equilibrium Queueing Delay at RED and MaxNet Router

Queueing Delay at RED Router
RED routers calculate and compare the average queue length based on the two parameters: maximum threshold and minimum threshold. Base on this comparison, RED router operates in three modes [FJ93] :
-"No dropped": when the average queue length is less than the value of the minimum threshold, router assumes that its link is under-utilized. As a result, all packets are allowed to go through without marking or dropping. -"Probabilistic dropped": when the average queue length is between the minimum and maximum thresholds, router assumes that the network can be saturated, it then marks/drops packets with a probability corresponding to the traffic load. -"Forced dropped": when the average queue length is greater than the maximum threshold, all packets that go through the router will be marked/dropped to reduce heavy load on the link.
From the flow-level model of AIMD, the window size of TCP Reno is updated using the following equation [WJL06] :
where T i .t/ is the round-trip-time; x i .t/ D w i .t//T i .t/ (packets/s); w i .t/ is the current window size and q i .t/ is the end-to-end loss probability. At the equilibrium point, window size adjustment w 0 i .t/ D 0, then from (1), the end-to-end equilibrium mark/drop probability feedback to source i is derived as following: Equation (2) implies that, at the equilibrium point, end-to-end mark/drop probability of source must be greater than zero. As a result, from the marking scheme of RED, it can be asserted that each router on the end-to-end always keeps a backlog. This consequently causes inevitable queueing delay for mice traffic such as HTTP requests to fly through. Figure 1 illustrates two RED routers which always maintain backlog at equilibrium point.
Queueing Delay at MaxNet Router
The marking mechanism of MaxNet router uses an explicit multi-bit signal instead of marking/dropping packet as RED router's. Congestion price p l at MaxNet router is defined in [SAW08] :
where y l .t/ is the aggregated rate at link l; C l is the link capacity and l is the target link utilization. In MaxNet router, at the equilibrium point, the link price adjustment (3) tries to match the aggregated input rate y i .t/ with l C l , leaving spare .1 l /C l capacity to absorb mice traffic and reduce the queueing delay. Figure 2 illustrates the queueing delay of two MaxNet bottleneck links at the equilibrium point. In contrast to RED routers, there is no backlog in both two MaxNet routers when the target link utilization is set to l where 0 < l < 1, hence, mice traffic can fly through links without being blocked.
Magnitude of Transient Queue of RED and MaxNet Routers
As pointed out in [FKS99, LAJ03] , the weakness of RED is that it does not take into account the number of flows arriving a bottleneck link to have proper treatments to avoid heavy load. Assuming there are n flows sharing a bottleneck link. If a packet is . Thus, this causes the overload:
Obviously, the larger the N is, the smaller the magnitude of transient queue becomes and eventually when N > 1 , the transient queue size drops to zero. As mice traffic is short-lived flows, an effective congestion control should quickly controls the rate of such flows to avoid uncontrolled overshoot and transient queue. Unlike SlowStart mechanism of Reno [Jac88], MaxNet source employs MaxStart mechanism [SAW08] to seek for the target rate at initial state Fig. 3 .
By adopting the multi-bit explicit signaling mechanism, MaxStart enables source to seek for its target rate within a significant short duration. New MaxNet flow is initiated at the minimum spare capacity of all links on its end-to-end path and then ramped up linearly to the advertised rate over two Round Trip Time [SAW08] . Therefore MaxNet source converges to the target rate more quickly than Reno source. 
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Experiment and Evaluation
Testbed Layout
In this testbed, Pentium IV PCs (CPU 1.8 GHz, 256 MB RAM, 100 Mbps network cards) are used. The MaxNet Router1 is configured with the output capacity 10 Mbps to make sure it is the bottleneck link. The target utilization of both MaxNet routers . l / is set to 0.95. Dummynet [DUM] is configured with 20 ms RTT delay.
The testbed of Reno/RED is same as MaxNet testbed where MaxNet routers are changed to RED routers. All of RED routers are configured with the RED parameters for web traffic [FKS99] as following:
-w q D 0:002 : weighting factor for computing average queue size as suggested in [CH04] for web traffic. -q avg D .1 w q /:q avg C w q :q with q is instantaneous queue size.
-min th D 30: average queue length threshold for triggering probabilistic drops/marks. 
Response Time of HTTP Connections
We adopted the cumulative probability for statistical analysis of the response time of HTTP requests. In Fig. 5 , the response time of HTTP requests in MaxNet is significantly less than in TCP Reno/RED. Particularly, in the experiment with 200 HTTP requests spawn, 100% of MaxNet HTTP requests receive the reply at most at 135ms while in TCP Reno/RED, only 30% of the total HTTP requests receive the first reply less than 135ms.
Throughput of Elephant Flow
In Figs. 6 and 7, packets drop occur at the RED bottleneck link, thus the throughput of Reno/RED is decreased. The greater the number of connections is, the more severity the drop becomes. In contrast, the throughput of elephant flow in MaxNet networks is not impacted regardless the number of arrival flows. 
Transient Queue
In this section, we analyse the transient queue size in comparison between RED and MaxNet routers (Figs. 8 and 9 ). In this experiment, we configure two same 100 Mbps links and keep the other configurations and parameters of MaxNet and RED router as the same as the above experiments to compare transient queue. Under MaxStart mechanism, the transient 
Conclusions and Future Work
At the equilibrium point, MaxNet can clear the buffer while Reno/RED always keeps a backlog in routers. Therefore, when elephant traffic is mixed with mice traffic, MaxNet has a shorter response time for mice traffic than TCP Reno/RED. If the number of arrival mice flows is large, Reno without proper treatment can cause packet loss which in turn eventually degrades the throughput of elephant traffic. In addition, MaxStart mechanism of MaxNet (using multi-bit signaling) can control mice flows to the target rate more quickly than Reno sources. By the experiments, we showed that the performance of mice and elephant traffic when using with MaxNet is better than with TCP Reno/RED's in terms of response time and network utilization. For future work, more experiments should be conducted with realistic web workload and other performance properties such as fairness, TCP friendly should be evaluated.
